International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by
Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
NEWSLETTER
MARCH/APRIL 2009
I N TERN ATI ON AL D OLPH I N W ATCH ( I D W )
I S A GLOBAL FAM I LY OF D OLPH I N LOVERS
HELPING DOLPHINS AND PEOPLE
In the past, members communicated via the printed journal DOLPHIN.

Now information on the many activities of IDW including: conservation, dolphin
watching, books, conferences, dolphin shop etc. is disseminated much faster and
more efficiently via electronic Newsletters that can be downloaded with the click of a
mouse.
Please feel free to pass this Newsletter on to others. If they would like to be notified
when a new Newsletter is issued, plus information on its contents, contact: Kris email
mailto:idw@talk21.comm
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POLITICS
Words of Wisdom from an Australian Aborigine Elder
Dr Horace Dobbs has had a long association with Australia. He was a keynote speaker at the first
groundbreaking ICERC (International Cetacean Education Research Centre) conference, organised
by Kamala Hope-Campbell, at Nambucca Heads in New South Wales in 1988 and attended all of
the subsequent conferences in Australia, Japan and France.
Horace s study and fascination of Australian Aborigine culture came to the fore in the opening
chapter Sunrise at Uluru of his book Journey into Dolphin Dreamtime first published by
Jonathan Cape in 1992.
Horace was so impressed by the opening address given by Australian Aborigine Elder Auntie Pearl
King at the ICERC Conference at the Kondari Resort in Hervey Bay in August 1997, that he
reported it in full in the October 1997 issue of the IDW journal DOLPHIN, which at the time was
published in a paper magazine format and circulated to IDW members around the world.
The theme of the conference was: HOW TO SECURE A FUTURE FOR THE NEXT SEVEN
GENERATIONS.
Horace feels that the issues raised at the conference are just as relevant today as they were 12
years ago and he has requested that Auntie Pearl King s address should be reprinted in this
electronic Newsletter for it to reach a new and much wider audience.
So here it is, along with his Conference Report:
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Reprinted from DOLPHIN - October 1997.
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Reprinted from DOLPHIN - October 1997.
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION continues to be one of the main missions of International Dolphin Watch.
Dr Horace Dobbs, the author of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods, has always followed the principle
advocated by Professor Geoffrey Raismen FRS, one of Britain s top neuroscientists. Namely that
the key to good education is first to stimulate the imagination and thereby create a desire to
learn.
From the start, Horace set about making his Dilo books highly entertaining to capture his readers
interests and stimulate their imaginations. By writing them from Dilo s point of view, Horace
cleverly gets his readers, young and old, to bond with the mischievous dolphin on his adventures
and escapades. By doing so they learn of the joy that these delightful sea mammals can bring into
human lives. Importantly, they also find out about some of the threats and dangers that dolphins
face. This in turn gets his readers thinking and caring, not just about dolphins, but also their habitat
the open sea. By activating minds in this way there is a good chance the young readers of his Dilo
stories will become conservationists.
In the books, Horace introduces the notion that Dilo has a mission. But he keeps his readers
guessing as to just what that mission is. Well I, as the Editor, can let you into a secret. Dilo has
several missions. One of them is to make adults and children alike aware of the beauty and diversity
of life in the sea. A second is to make everyone aware of the need for conservation in order that our
wonderful undersea heritage can be experienced and enjoyed by future generations.

Dilo and the Isle of the Gods
Book six in the Dilo Series by Horace Dobbs
Description:
Dilo and the Isle of the Gods is the latest in the series
of books by Horace Dobbs about a mischievous and
adventurous dolphin.
ISBN: 9780 9541 72138
Published by Star Books in association with
IDW, 10 Melton Road, North Ferriby, East
Yorkshire
HU14 3ET, England
Tel: 01482 632650
Email: mailto:Horace@drdobbs.karoo.co.uk

Serialisation of Dilo and the Isle
of the Gods
Dilo and the Isle of the Gods is being serialised in
Friends of IDW Newsletters. The first chapter can be
found in the February 2009 Issue.
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation: CHAPTER 2
She moved so slowly that most of them took little
notice of her. But she noticed them, especially the
sharks.
When she was small Tina s shell was much softer.
She had witnessed many of her brothers and
sisters eaten by sharks. Tina was one of the lucky
ones who survived. As she grew Tina s carapace
became harder. By the time Tina was fully grown
it was very strong and protected her from sharp
teeth. Her flippers were covered with hard scales
that were like armour. Even so, Tina was wary of
sharks but she was no longer afraid of them.
Tina could usually sense when sharks were going
to feed. When this happened the sharks would go
into a frenzy - snapping at anything that moved.
So before they got to this stage she would swim
away. If there wasn t time Tina would stay quite
still in the midst of the mayhem as the sharks
rushed around chasing any fish that panicked.
Before long the hunt would move away. The
danger would pass. And Tina would continue on
her sedate journey in safety. She would eat a
jellyfish if she came across one. Otherwise she
would wait until she reached a reef where she
could munch on the corals.
Page 15

2. The turtle
TINA THE TURTLE MOVED SLOWLY AND
STEADILY FORWARDS.
After each flip of her flippers she rested for a few
moments, letting her momentum carry her
onward. Above her the surface of the sea
stretched like a sheet of silver. It was time to go
up for a breath of air.
Tina s front flippers were like two long paddles.
She waved
them again and glided sedately upwards.
Eventually her head rose silently out of the sea.
Tina blinked. Everything the turtle did was
deliberate and slow.
The turtle was not in a hurry. Tina was never in a
hurry. And she always had company. Hanging in
her shadow and going wherever Tina went was a
small shoal of pilot fish. They thought they were
guiding the turtle on her journey. But Tina knew
where she was going. They just followed her
Page 12

Page 13

Now she was older Tina admired the way sharks
moved gracefully through the water. Sometimes
sharks were accompanied by pilot fish.
Occasionally some of them would swim quickly
across to her. If this happened Tina would have a
few extra pilot fish for company.
Occasionally the sharks had remoras. One of them
might also swim over to her and Tina would gain
an extra passenger. On the other hand, if one of
her remoras wanted a faster ride it would swim
quickly to a shark. Before the shark knew what
was happening, the remora would be stuck to its
rough skin.

Page 14

wherever she went.
Tina also had some passengers on board. A
small collection of remoras with oval suckers
on the tops of their heads clung to her shell,
or more correctly her carapace. They could
swim but preferred the easy life. In return for
free rides they kept Tina s carapace clean,
more or less, with their suction pads.
Tina was heading towards the island where
she would lay her eggs. She had travelled
the same route many times before. On these
journeys she had seen many of the creatures
that live in the sea.

Page 16

Page 14
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation -

Continued:

Today Tina had not seen a single shark. She was
quite pleased to have her own retinue. Apart from
her remoras and pilot fish she had not seen another
living soul roaming in the sea. Tina stopped on the
surface and looked around her. The sea stretched
in every direction. It was absolutely flat. In the
distance, skimming just above the surface was a
bird. It was coming straight towards her. Tina was
a very large turtle. To the wandering seabird she
looked like a tiny island.
It was time for a rest. The tern circled over the
turtle, decided all was safe, and landed gently on
the top of Tina s shell.
Tina didn t move. She just blinked. Her new
passenger settled down and Tina stayed just where
she was. The sun beamed down. All was quiet.
There was no danger. It was time for a snooze.
Tina closed her eyes and drifted off to sleep.
She didn t know how long she was asleep, but
suddenly Tina was woken by something bumping
into her shell. The tern was startled. It flew off. In
a few moments it was far away.

Page 16

Page 17

CHAPTER 3 will be in the next issue of the
Friends of IDW Newsletter. An electronic
copy of the complete book can be downloaded
from http://www.lulu.com/content/2713995
and a hard copy of Dilo and the Isle of the
Gods can be ordered through
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html
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DILO - FAST BECOMING AN AMBASSADOR OF PEACE
AROUND THE WORLD
Dilo in Germany
Dilo has been gaining popularity in German speaking countries and has captured people s hearts.
Readers are drawn into Dilo s adventures and in doing so learn of the joy that these delightful sea
mammals can bring into human lives. Importantly, they also find out about some of the threats and
dangers that dolphins face. This in turn gets them thinking and caring, not just about dolphins, but
also aware of the beauty and diversity of life in the sea and the need for conservation.
In the February Newsletter we reported on how, thanks to the hard work and dedication of Anita
and Raimund Scheerer, the first Dilo book became available in German Dilo und der Ruf der Tiefe
(English title: Dilo and the Call of the Deep).
The next Dilo book in German Dilo schließt Freundschaften (Dilo Makes Friends) is now
available, following its official launch date of 30th March 2009. It is published by Dilo Stern
publishing house.
For further information visit the DILO STERN SHOP web site http://www.dilo-stern.de.
Dilo schließt Freundschaften hot off the press
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NEWS
Stranded whales to be put down to halt their suffering
By Mike Swain
www.dailyrecord.co.uk
STRANDED whales are to be killed when they beach in Britain, animal welfare groups announced
yesterday.
Scientists have discovered the mammals are already too dehydrated to be saved.
And muscle damage leads to kidney failure, which causes them to suffer and makes it impossible to
survive.
As a result, the attempt to rescue a whale that beached in the River Thames in London in January
2006 will never be repeated.
In future, vets will make a quick assessment of a beached whale - and then put it to sleep.
There were 54 recorded beachings of deep sea whales between 2002 and 2006 and every rescue
attempt failed.
Rescues will only be attempted if the creature can be taken to the deep sea within an hour, which is
unlikely in the UK.
The new policy won't apply to dolphins and porpoises because they suffer less damage.
Adam Grogan, senior scientific officer for the RSPCA, said the death plan had been agreed by the
Marine Animal Rescue Coalition in the interests of whale welfare. He added: "It's only fair we tell
everybody that it is very unlikely we will be rescuing in future." RSPCA inspector Tony Woodley
said rescue teams were under "enormous" emotional pressure from the public to attempt to rescue
whales.
Dr Paul Jepson, of the Zoological Society of London, said: "Tests on the Thames whale showed her
back muscles, which stored half her oxygen, were crushed and released toxins into her kidneys.
"I'm not a whale but we know that any animal suffering kidney failure would be feeling pretty
awful."

Chinese ship saved from pirate attack by pod of dolphins as
ANOTHER American ship comes under rocket fire
Mailonline
15th April 2009
A pod of dolphins has saved a Chinese ship from being hijacked by Somali pirates, it has been
claimed.
The report emerged as pirates fired automatic weapons and rocket-propelled grenades at U.S. cargo
ship M.V. Liberty Sun off the coast of Somalia last night.
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China Radio International said thousands of dolphins blocked suspected pirate ships as they raced
towards a Chinese ship in the Gulf of Aden.
As the dolphins leapt out of the water, the pirates turned back. Chinese news agency Xinhua
claimed the pirates 'could only lament their littleness before the vast number of dolphins'.
The report emerged on Monday, though it was unclear when the incident took place.
Last night American ship M.V. Liberty Sun managed to avoid being hijacked as it came under fire
from another band of pirates.
The raid is a direct challenge to President Obama's vow to halt banditry in the waterways off the
coast of Africa and comes after four more vessels and 60 hostages were captured.
However the M.V. Liberty Sun, which is carrying food aid, managed to escape despite being
damaged. None of the American crew were injured.
The attack on the ship comes after pirates vowed to avenge the deaths of those killed by U.S.
special forces in the rescue of an American cargo ship captain seized last week.

A pod of dolphins flank a ship in the Gulf of Aden. Chinese reports have said dolphins managed
to thwart a pirate attack on Chinese ships. For the full story visit:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-1169916/Chinese-ship-saved-pirate-attackpod-dolphins-ANOTHER-American-ship-comes-rocket-fire.html
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CONSERVATION
Thousands of rare Irrawaddy dolphins found along
Bangladesh coast
By Jessica Aldred, 1st April 2009
www.guardian.co.uk
Population of 6,000 endangered dolphins under threat from climate change and fishing, US
conservationists warn
Conservationists claim to have found thousands of rare Irrawaddy dolphins on the Bangladesh
coast, but warn that the newly discovered population is under threat from climate change and
fishing.
Researchers from the New York-based Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) said they have found
nearly 6,000 Irrawaddy dolphins living in the freshwater regions of Bangladesh's Sundarbans
mangrove forest and nearby waters in the Bay of Bengal.
The largest known populations of Irrawaddy dolphins to date have numbered in the low hundreds or
less at least 125 in the Mekong river, 77 in the Malampaya Sound in the Philippines and up to 100
in the Mahakam River, Indonesia.
Until this new Bangladesh population was found, figures from the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) estimated the Sundarbans population to be around 450. WCS says
it used rigorous scientific techniques in an area where little marine mammal research has taken
place to document the new population.
"The number of animals could be higher or lower," said Howard Rosenbaum, the director of
WCS's ocean giants cetacean programme. "Our best estimate given the science is that there are
6,000. It sounds a lot but the Sundarbans cover a huge area. When you look at the areas that have
been surveyed before the populations are low as they are in areas impacted by human development.
But this area had never before been surveyed. We're really excited and this finding gives us great
hope but this species is still very vulnerable."
The discovery of a new population is an important finding as scientists and conservation groups do
not know how many Irrawaddy dolphins remain across south and south-east Asia. The species,
related to orcas or killer whales, were listed in 2008 as "vulnerable" on the IUCN s red list of
endangered species due to declines in known populations.
"This discovery gives us great hope that there is a future for Irrawaddy dolphins," said Brian D
Smith, the study's lead author. "Bangladesh clearly serves as an important sanctuary for Irrawaddy
dolphins, and conservation in this region should be a top priority."
"With all the news about freshwater environments and the state of the oceans, WCS's discovery that
a thriving population of Irrawaddy dolphins exists in Bangladesh gives us hope for protecting this
and other endangered species and their important habitats," said Steven E Sanderson, the president
and chief executive of the WCS.
The results of the study were announced yesterday at the world's first international conference on
marine mammal protected areas in Maui, Hawaii, and published in the Journal of Cetacean
Research and Management.
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But the scientists warned that the dolphins are becoming increasingly threatened by accidental
entanglement in fishing nets. Declining freshwater supplies also pose a threat from upstream
water diversions such as dams and by rising sea levels caused by climate change that will see the
loss of freshwater habitats.
These problems also threaten the Ganges river dolphins, an endangered species that also inhabits
the Sundarbans. The recent likely extinction of the Yangtze river dolphin or baiji, is a potent
reminder of how vulnerable freshwater dolphins are to extinction via the impacts of humans, the
organisation said.
The Irrawaddy dolphin grows to some 2-2.5 metres in length (6.5-8ft) and lives in large rivers,
estuaries, and freshwater lagoons in south and south-east Asia.
As recently as 1996 they were listed as "data deficient" as not enough was known about the species
and its range and habitats.
Since then, the IUCN said, five populations have been listed as critically endangered, and the range
of the populations and their numbers have declined as they have been caught as bycatch and faced
habitat degradation.
Scientists estimated the numbers of the new Bangladesh population using a technique called
distance sampling taking a boat along plotted grid lines and counting the numbers of animals
seen, accounting for how many are above or below the surface and whether the same animal has
been counted twice. The team covered 1,000 sq km of water during the survey in 2004.
Mark Simmonds, the international director of science for the UK-based Whale and Dolphin
Conservation Society said: "This discovery is an interesting one as it reflects the fact that now the
Sundarbans have been more fully surveyed, we have a much better idea of how many animals are
there. Irrawaddy dolphins are getting rarer and rarer in that part of the world. To find 6,000 isn't
huge but it's significant and it does show that when you look for something and survey properly
you can get some interesting findings.
"But the most important thing is that mangrove habitat is incredibly threatened, and while it's great
to know that they are full of dolphins, we wish they could live somewhere else. Mangroves are
threatened by changes in the water passing through them from extreme weather, sea level rises,
changes in salinity and changes to water systems upstream. The Sundarbans system is important
and needs better protection."
The WCS has asked Bangladesh authorities to establish a sanctuary for the dolphins in the
Sundarbans mangrove forest.
Ainun Nishat, the Bangladesh head of International Union for Conservation of Nature, said the
finding was an indication that "ecology in the area is not dead yet".
"There is plenty of food, mainly fish, in the area for the dolphins to eat," said Nishat, who was not
involved in the study. "What is now needed is to restrict fishing in the area to protect the dolphins."
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Gary Taylor: Saving maui's dolphin an urgent priority
NZ Herald
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=10565360
Monday Apr 06, 2009

Only 111 maui's dolphins are estimated to be left in the world.
Just off the northern North Island's west coast are some of the most endangered animals on the
planet. Only 111 of them are left. They are small, vulnerable and very sociable. They are found only
in our waters.
If they were cuddly kakapo, there would be funding and a
concerted effort to help them recover from the brink of
extinction. But they are dolphins, living in an environment
different from ours: the ocean. And what we are doing to
them is a disgrace.
Maui's dolphin is a subspecies of hector's dolphin. Hector's
dolphins are found mainly in South Island waters and, with
7270 in existence, constitute an endangered species.
Photo by Glenn Jeffrey

The much rarer maui's dolphins are classified as critically endangered by the World Conservation
Union.
Their population numbers are too small to be sustainable and indeed may be declining. The main
reason for their decline is people - specifically, fishers using gill nets and trawling.
Maui's dolphins are creatures of habit. They patrol their defined habitat - the near-coastal waters
and harbours - looking for food. They use sound to echo-locate, navigate and communicate with
each other.
They are as oblivious to monofilament nets suddenly appearing on their transit route as we would
be walking into a pane of glass placed across our walk to work. They get caught, cannot get to the
surface to breathe, and drown. These dolphins are supposedly protected in New Zealand waters by
our Marine Mammals Protection Act.
That enables the Minister of Conservation to prepare a population management plan for the
recovery of a species within a 20-year time horizon.
But no such plan is in place.
Instead, the fate of the dolphins is left to the Minister of Fisheries and his decisions on fishing rules
under the Fisheries Act. When the minister tried recently to extend set net and trawling bans to
encompass all maui's dolphin habitat, the fishing industry took him to court.
Put simply, gill netting and trawling need to be banned in the dolphins' habitat or the species will
become extinct.
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They live only 20 to 25 years and are slow to reproduce so every effort is needed to help them
recover.
It is unacceptable that we have failed these dolphins to date. Surely the public would support
government action to retrieve them from the brink.
Any other developed country having responsibility for the world's rarest marine mammals would
have a statutory recovery plan in place to rebuild their numbers and ensure their survival. That
should be a top priority for the Conservation Minister, Tim Groser.

PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
Wade Doak

WADE DOAK has published numerous books of photographs and text on his great passion, the
underwater world. Wade Doak was a language teacher with a passion for diving when in1969 he
discovered a stash of coins when diving on a shipwreck. Treasure salvage allowed him to devote his
life to studying and photographing "the blue planet", and he has published 18 books about the ocean
and its inhabitants.
Doak's titles include:
The Elingamite and its Treasure (1969);
Beneath New Zealand Seas (1971);
Diving for Treasure (1971);
Fishes of New Zealand Region (1972);
Sharks and Other Ancestors (1975);
Islands of Survival (1976);
Dolphin Dolphin (1981);
The Burning of the Boyd (1984);
Encounters with Whales and Dolphins (1988);
Ocean Planet (1989); his diving autobiography,
Wade Doak's World of NZ Fishes (1991);
Swimming with Dolphins in NZ (1993);
Friends in the Sea-Solo Dolphins in NZ and Australia (1995);
and the TV series book: Deep Blue- a South Pacific Odyssey (1997).
His book, I am a Fish (1999), introduces young readers to the various lifestyles of reef fish.
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Most of these books are lavishly illustrated with Doak's own photographs. With his wife Jan, an
accomplished underwater photographer, and son Brady, an underwater camera operator. Wade
Doak has worked on the television natural history series "Wild South" and "Deep Blue". The
dramatic visual impact of his films, slides and photographs, coupled with his passionate enthusiasm
for his subject, make him a popular speaker and visitor to schools.
Another facet of Doak's enthusiasm for the underwater world is his activism in support of marine
conservation initiatives. He is closely involved with the Poor Knight's Islands marine reserve, and is
often called on for expert comment on marine conservation issues. (N.Z. Book Council).
As a diving pioneer, underwater hunter, undersea film maker, treasure diver, researcher into reef
fish and shark behaviour, oceanographer and anthropologist, Wade Doak has devoted his life to the
ocean.
Convinced that salt water is good for the newborn, Wade s mother, Lorna Doak was bathing her
baby in the sea one day in April l940, at New Brighton beach, New Zealand. Suddenly a rogue
wave tore the child from her hands. As the receding waters carried him away, she must have
thought her little boy was lost forever in the waters of the Pacific. As luck would have it, another
wave brought him back, safe and sound.
Has this anything to do with her naming him Wade? It is the name of a giant in Norse legend who
walked across the fiords to carry off young virgins and devour them. But in English, "to wade "
means to "walk in the water." From the start Wade Doak seemed destined towards the ocean. For
more information about Wade visit his web site http://www.wadedoak.com/wade_doak.htm .

The Magic of Nature
(latest adventures from NZ)
By WADE DOAK
Jan and I are totally poked after two days of work with Canadian Broadcasting T.V.,
THE NATURE OF THINGS, hosted by David Suzuki. I never envisaged just how demanding it
would be. Our son Brady did the underwater filming using a big state of the art H.D.camera flown
in from San Francisco. We filmed the Poor Knights, Matapouri mangroves and Whale Bay coast,
lugging between the five of us all the heaviest of gear down to the far picnic table on a promontory
above that lovely beach.
As the last second of a long interview on the Knights, marine reserves, and mangroves cranked
through the camera, two wood pigeons settled on a kowhai branch behind me, totally in camera
frame and they did a series of fancy manoeuvres; a bit of courtship display. I had only just spoken
of them as keystone animals, equivalent to the leatherjacket under water, in promoting biodiversity:
spreading seeds in the forest and grazing bare patches on the sea cliff. With the birds appropriate
arrival, right on cue, every one was stunned. But even more amazing for Jan and me: at the end of
our last big shoot with the French T.V. team Thalassa in this very same place, after we had met
both local dolphins species out at the PK the day before and played the seaweed game with the
bottlenose, a group of dolphins had arrived at the rocks below us...
When Brady came in from the Knights he had nice footage of a leatherjacket in the Northern Arch
in front of a mosaic of multi-coloured sea life.
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MERMAIDS
In his book Save the Dolphins (Souvenir Press) Horace Dobbs tells the story of how in the 1970ies
the dolphin pioneer, Wade Doak, took to sea to swim with dolphins off New Zealand with his wife
Jan wearing a wetsuit and a monofin.

Recently it was reported in the Telegraph that a woman who had lost her legs took to the water
wearing a monofin "complete with scales" custom built in New Zealand.

Disabled woman given mermaid tail to help her swim
A woman who lost both her legs as a child has been turned into a mermaid by
the Lord of the Rings special effects team so she can go swimming.

For the full story visit:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/4839818/Disabledwoman-given-mermaid-tail-to-help-her-swim.html
Note: In November 2008 Craig Bowler wore two waterproof metal artificial legs supplied by the
British National Health Service (NHS) when he took part in the Operation Sunshine Family
Therapy Programme trip to Bimini, a charity Founded by Jackie Connell. Photographs and a report
of this programme can be seen on http://www.operationsunshine.org/
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3 RD DOLPHIN FESTIVAL IN DENMARK, ON THE
BEAUTIFUL SUNNY ISLAND LÆSØ.
http://www.vildedelfiner.dk/

27th and 28th June 2009
11 am - 6 pm (both days).
We have pleasure in announcing the third Dolphin Festival in Denmark. The 2009 Festival will
present new art, and new ideas from artists. Again some artist will be demonstrating their artistic
talents at the festival. There will also be live music and dolphin-songs among other things.
Brochures, books and videos about dolphins will also be available.

Meet Horace Dobbs and Dilo at the Dolphin Festival
The event will be held at Vesterø, SØNDRE STRANDVEJEN in a marquee in
an area called STOKKEN. This venue is a true treasure, the most beautiful and
loveliest place on the whole of LÆSØ island.
Horace will be accompanied by Alice Skriver who translated his book, Dilo and
the Call of the Deep into Danish and will be happy to sign copies.

Last year s festival in June 2008, the second Dolphin Festival/Dolphin Art exhibition in Denmark at
LÆSØ was held. 15 Artists from all around Denmark supported the project by generously donating
25 % of the sales from paintings and other crafts during the festival days to International Dolphin
Watch. The Festival was a huge success, as the profit reached 4000.00 Danish Kr. or £425.
Dr. Horace Dobbs, Director of International Dolphin Watch will be at the 2009 Festival giving a
presentation on Dolphins. Horace will also be signing Dilo books at the festival. The organiser of
the Festival, Flemming Larsen, says, as with previous years, profits from the Festival will be
19

donated to International Dolphin Watch, to assist their tremendous work for these marvellous
creatures .
If artist from abroad wants to join the 2009 Festival, please contact:
Dolphin Festival Committee, Vesterø Havnegade, 9940 Læsø, Denmark
Phone: 0045 9849 1028, Email mailto:Info@vildedelfiner.dk
All whale and animal organizations in Denmark have prepared a joint letter to Foreign
Minister of Denmark, concerning minimum requirements for the mandate for Danish
participation in the next annual meeting of the IWC (International Whaling Commission)
held 22nd 26th June in Madeira.
We will send a representative for us all to the meeting, Birgith Sloth, Society for Conservation of
marine mammals.
It is time to think about how best to put pressure on the Danish government for the next IWC
meeting. The Danish government is the only EU country that votes for the reintroduction of
commercial whaling along with Japan, Norway and Iceland.
Look on this links:
www.vildedelfiner.dk/iwc_e.html
On 21st March 2009 a protest letter was sent to the Faroese authorities regarding pilot whales
killings - see:
www.vildedelfiner.dk/faroese_e.html
The only "dolphinarium" in Denmark with a porpoise
See letter of protest here at this link: www.vildedelfiner.dk/dolphinariumdk_e.html

Dobbs in Danish
When Horace goes to the Laeso Festival in Denmark in June he will be keeping up the long
association IDW has had with the Danes. When Horace and his wife Wendy arrive they will be met
by Alice Skriver and her husband Strange. Alice translated "Dilo and the Call of the Deep" into
Danish and had it published by Forlaget Lotus in 1999. Since then she has had an uphill battle
getting the dolphin message into schools in Denmark. But she takes strength from visiting dolphins,
and occasionally meeting up with Horace, in different parts of the world.
THE MAGIC OF DOLPHINS
Alice's book followed on from the Danish edition of The Magic of Dolphins by Horace Dobbs that
was published in 1991 by Bogfabrikken fakta.
Delfinernes Magi has a photo of Percy the dolphin off Cornwall on the front cover.
The book then opens with an enchanting photograph of a dolphin named Dobbie in the Red Sea.
Horace had some magic times with Dobbie, which he recorded in his book Save the Dolphins.
Horace also captured the alluring balletic movements of Dobbie on film in The Magic of Dolphins,
which was recently put onto DVD.
Sadly, shortly after Horace returned from Eilat in 1979, Dobbie was killed with a shot from a rifle.
Note: Although Save the Dolphins and many of Horace Dobbs' other books are out of print second
hand copies are available from http://www.amazon.com .
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DOLPHINS HAVE NO BOUNDARIES

Horace's openning address at the Festival on Laeso will
be entitled "Dolphins have no boundaries"
To celebrate this theme the world-renowned artist
Richard Oldfield, known as Rico, who illustrates
Horace's Dilo books, has created a special image.
Copies size 42x29.5cm signed by Horace with special dedications will be
available at the Festival
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FRIENDS NEWS
IFAW (International Fund for Animal Welfare)
http://www.ifaw.org
Dear Friends of IDW

Whale Schnitzel?
Demand for whale meat is so low in Iceland, merchants have resorted to creating new products like
whale schnitzel to try and sell it. So then why has Iceland decided to cruelly hunt 150 endangered
fin and 100 more minke whales? It just doesn't make sense!
Write to the Icelandic Fisheries Minister and tell him whales are worth more alive than dead!
http://e-activist.com/eacampaign/clientcampaign.do?ea.client.id=15&ea.campaign.id=2714&msource=DR090303002

Commercial whaling has been banned for more than two decades, yet Iceland continues firing
harpoons into these gentle creatures for products that nobody needs. It is cruel, unnecessary and
unsustainable. No method exists to kill whales instantly or humanely. It can take up to an hour to
kill a whale, which is first mutilated by an explosive harpoon and then shot with rifles or prodded
with an electric lance. Tell Iceland that even a small increase in the number of whale watching tourists will
create and secure more jobs and money than the cruelty of whaling ever will

The meat from endangered fin whales is not even traditionally eaten by Icelanders, but exported to
places like Japan. Yet Japan already has thousands of tonnes of unsold whale meat in frozen
storage.
The successful whale watching industry offers a humane, sustainable and financially lucrative
alternative to whaling, bringing in approximately £10m a year. Our friends at the Icelandic Whale
Watching Association are worried that killing the whales will also spell the end of their businesses.
In a bankrupt country and a global recession, now is not the time to kill whales they depend on for
tourism. Please send an email to Iceland's Fisheries Minister urging him to call off this cruel and
unnecessary hunt.

I need you to speak out for these magnificent animals. We still have time to act before the killing
starts. Thanks for all you do.

Robbie Marsland
Director, IFAW United Kingdom
P.S. Iceland's government should look to tourism, and in particular whale watching, as a means to
rebuilding the economy - not the cruel killing of endangered whales. It just takes one simple click to
help protect these amazing animals:

http://e-activist.com/eacampaign/clientcampaign.do?ea.client.id=15&ea.campaign.id=2714&msource=DR090303002
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The Human- Dolphin Connection
Week long retreats with wild dolphins on a Caribbean Island
Dear Friends of IDW
We had a truly incredible week with the Humpback Whales as our first week of the new season. We
were blessed with very good weather, a beautiful human pod of fellow travellers, and beyond the
mind communion with these Angels of the sea. We will have more information and photos of this in
our next newsletter.
We then sailed our boat DolphinQuest across the Gulf Stream to Bimini. We have been very busy
getting everything ready here for those arriving next week. Tara's kitchen is steaming with love.
She has spent the winter in Sri Lanka, and has come back with many new recipes for us to savour!
The boys are polishing and buffing up the boat, getting everything ship shape. We have refitted the
boat with new engines for extra reliability, and yesterday we went out to the dolphin grounds to
introduce the sound of our new engines to the dolphins. Most remarkable is the colour of the water.
Such an iridescent turquoise with incredible visibility. Two elder dolphins came to say hello. It is
such a rush of energy to connect with our friends again after the winter being away. We are still
offering a discount on our early weeks if your budget is tight. We do hope that you can join us here
for an adventure of a lifetime.
SPECIAL OFFER
May 3-9

Full Moon + Sacred Journey with Amlas
(regular price $1595, discount price $1095)

Book
$500 off Now
here!

May 17-23

Enhancement of Inner Balance
(regular price $1595, discount price $1095)

Book
$500 off Now
here!

This offer is valid until April 30th 2009, subject to availability.
For further information, visit http://www.wildquest.com/index.html

Invitation from Joan Ocean
Will you be joining us? Summer Gathering in Bimini, Bahamas
Come join us in Bimini, Bahamas Islands to meet with the
Spotted Dolphins and Bottlenose Dolphins.
June 21 27 2009
June 28 - July 4 2009
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hello from Joan in Hawaii.
Soon I will be leaving for the white sugar beaches of Florida and the Bahamas. You would be
amazed to experience the fun we have with the Spotted dolphins. They are so interactive with us, as
we swim side by side. There is no shyness here!! These dolphins know and love people.
It is great fun to swim eye to eye and then dive like a dolphin, right alongside them, maintaining eye
contact all the way down. The water around this island of Bimini is shallow (40 feet) with pure
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white sand. For some reason in these gentle, calm waters it is easy to dive and the dolphins stay
right by our side. Because the water is clear and shallow, the dolphins are always in sight. So much
to see as they chase each other, touching, mating, feeding on fish and playing with seaweed and
garden eels. A vision of otherworldliness!!! And yet - so familiar. Could this be our own watery
home from another time? I love being there with them day after day, renewing our friendship and
experiencing a love for humanity that shines from their eyes.
Come join the fun!! A week with Joan Ocean and the Spotted Dolphins of Bimini.
This is a natural reunion of joyful, loving Beings, as we return to sacred waters as part of our
Wisdom Path. Too often our lives separate us from the places we love, and they become more
difficult to access. Our souls yearn to return to the simple life immersed in Nature. As we relax
here, on this mystical island amid crystal white sands and aqua blue waters, our dolphin friends
welcome us and share with us, their Dreamtime visions for beautiful planet Earth, known as
Oceania. It is life as it was always meant to be; in community with the dolphins.
I hope my friends from the U.S., England, Europe and Asia will come here to enjoy this perfect
climate, spacious catamaran boat, roomy accommodations and fun-loving dolphins.
I look forward to seeing you this summer in the Bahamas, just 40 miles from Florida.
Read the complete details on my website: http://www.joanocean.com/
With Love,
Joan Ocean, Jean-Luc Bozzoli and Lisa Denning

Useful Holidays to Discover the Sea in Another Way
www.participefutur.org
For the attention of Dr. Horace Dobbs and Friends of IDW
With a second sailing boat the Association PF launches their 5th annual campaign of marine
biodiversity observations and will collect more database and identification pictures of cetacean in
the Mediterranean Sea. The 2009 Campaign will have 2 ships HALIFAX & ALCYON, which will
double the capacity of welcoming passengers onboard and to collect more database information.
This summer during 6-12 days, you can participate in one of our missions on our sailing boats. Our
specialist guides will instruct you. You will learn to observe and identify cetacean and participate
in photo identification for our database. No experience is required.
The Association is regularly requested by other Non Government organisations and participates in
campaigns.
If you would like further information visit the above web site or contact:
Jacques Landrou: 0624479488
Cristel Leca: 0611507083
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
THIS IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING

WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF DOLPHIN
LOVERS THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH
WE SHARE.
Email your news and comments on articles in our newsletters to me at
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.
The Friends of IDW Newsletter is FREE but if you would like to support the work of IDW to
help dolphins and people, you can still make a donation or adopt a dolphin through the Dolphin
Shop http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html.
Friends of IDW can advertise on http://www.dolphinfriend.com. Email our Webmaster Terry
Connell on mailto:terry.connell1@btinternet.com
International Dolphin Watch has always striven to encourage youngsters to take part in dolphin
activities. I hope therefore, that you will enrol as many children as you can to become DOLPHIN
FRIENDS and encourage them to contribute to future Newsletters.

Jackie Connell
EDITOR
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